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Abstract—This paper describes the Machine Learning techniques which is used to construct a computer system that can 

obey and learn from their experience. Machine learning can easily adapt into the healthcare analysis system in order to 

acquire perfect and best results. So using machine learning approach existing system able to identify a disease and 

discover the relevant treatment but it lagging to discover best treatment out of extracting treatments. The proposed 

system discovers meaningful informative sentences from abstracts of published articles from MEDLINE. The MEDLINE 

contains information about disease and its treatment. The formal goal of a system is to discover a disease and treatment 

related information and also identify most desirable treatment out of the treatment extracted as a result by merging a 

computer system into healthcare domain. So the most desirable result will help to doctors in their decision making. The 

task of discovering best treatment from several treatments found for a given disease is done by using data mining 

techniques and by forecasting the views of different doctors by using voting system. In order to develop a system that can 

perfectly discover a disease and most desirable treatment that is reliable and capable for use in commercial healthcare 

recommender system and electronic Health record system. 

 

Index Terms— Medline; Healthcare; Voting Algorithm; Electronic Health Record system; Disease & Treatment relation. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

All Machine Learning is the most imminent techniques that used in all type of medical researches. Machine learning is used to 

aggregate computing system in the field of Medical care in order to produce perfect result. The proposed system explain the 

technique to produce desired outcomes in the field of Health care to identify most desirable treatment. This section include 

introduction about Machine learning, its implementation and know about how it is useful for medical domain. The detail study 

about Machine learning and integration with healthcare system to extract the semantic relation has been done in second section that 

is Related Work. The Third section covers the Problem definition that is genuine reason behind implementation of proposed work. 

So the Problem definition present problem occurred in existing system that is discover the most desirable treatment from extracted 

result for a given disease. The proposed Machine learning techniques and NLP approach is described in fourth section that is the 

Methodology. The Proposed Method is fifth section that describe the how desirable tasks are processed on short text in the 

healthcare domain and how the representation techniques works to extract informative sentences. This section also raised some 

query’s that how to perform for proposed system. The second last section is Result and Discussion in which result of a proposed 

method is given as the value of work done. Then finally Conclusion section conclude about proposed system.. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

The concept Machine Learning Approach for Identifying Disease- Treatment Relations in Short Texts was introduced by Rosario 

[1]. He concentrates on entity recognition for diseases and its treatment by using Hidden Markov and Maximum Entropy methods. 

It having three approaches for extracting relation between entities that is rule based approach, co-occurrences analysis and 

statistical approach. There is no quick access to suitable information because it extract informative and non-informative sentences. 

This is reason behind downfall and drawback of an existing system. Also it is lagging to classify the sentences because it use only 

one Naive bayes algorithm it doesn’t use bag of words to find objective, verbs while doing classification. Learning to extract 

Relation from Medline is presented by M. Craven [3]. In which naive bayes classifier is used to treat each sentences as an instances. 

So the every instance recognize as positive training set. Naive bayes classifier extract the words form medline abstracts also used 

CNB algorithm and bag of words but it doesn’t used NLP that’s why the output becomes fallen. Using Machine Learning Approach 

Oana Frunza.et.al [4] presented Machine Learning Approach for Identifying Disease- Treatment Relations in Short Texts by using 

pipelined manner two task that is identifying and extracting the relation from a given medical input. So in identifying task uses 

reliable model for prediction and in second uses better representation techniques. It describes six set of classification algorithm also 

describe the pros and cons of this six classifiers. For extracting the treatment from short text uses three representation techniques 

that is Bag-of-Word, NLP & Biomedical concept and Medical concept representation. By experimenting this six classifier with 

three representation technique the result is concluded that bag-of-word representation technique used with any one classifier having 

a best result but it fails to discover most desirable information. The Context Sensitive Medical Information Retrieval was 

implemented by Mordechai Averbuch [6]. This paper introduced two algorithm like learning and retrieval algorithm for identifying 

and extracting. Sometimes the length of sentence is not justified, so in that case length of sentence is divided into two part or two 

sentences referred as a one  sentence. This is drawback of learning algorithm. Also retrieval algorithm unable to suspect negativity 

in the document.. 
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III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

This section emphasis on how the proposed system will overcome the problem faced by existing system. Result given by 

existing system contain several treatments for single disease but unable to discover most desirable treatment out of it. In proposed 

system having a search engine in which user will enter disease related information by entering disease symptoms. So the system 

will pre-processed on entered symptoms and chock out semantic keywords. These semantic keywords boost the discovering 

process of disease. After that these semantic keywords mapped with saved medical database to extract most reliable disease similar 

to keyword. When the exact disease discovered then it will be pass to medical database for extracting disease related treatment. 

Medical database contain several disease related treatment articles. So this articles are pre-processed to boost exact extraction 

process. The pre-process technique contains Bag-Of-Words, NLP, UML, tokenization, stop words removal and stemming. So this 

approaches having pre-processing technique, keyword searching technique and Classifier to classify relation between disease and 

treatment. Later that using Data mining techniques chock out most desirable treatment from the multiple extracted treatments. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

This section emphasis on methods which are used to discover treatment for a given disease from medical abstract. Main purpose 

of a system is to produce health related information which will be used by medical experts and doctors for diagnosis a patients. 

Ultimately the proposed system makes efficient and better decision making approach for a doctors and medical experts. 

A. The Proposed Tasks 

The proposed system is partitioned into two tasks. So the primary task is to identify and extract the relevant terms from a given 

entered disease symptoms. Also identify the relevant information from a Medical article that having information about disease and 

respective treatments about that disease. The secondary task is to process a classification on identified information. This task will 

concentrate on find relation between disease and treatment by considering the information as an informative. This two task resolved 

by using NLP and ML approach. That having Training set and Test set so machine learning algorithm train by training set and its 

performance test by Test set. It chock out the informative and non-informative sentences whereas informative sentence having 

semantic relation between disease and treatment [7]. 

B. Tasks and Data Set 

As discussed earlier the two tasks are provided here, in primary task find out diseases and treatment and semantic relation 

between disease and treatment will be carried out by using classifier. The data set used in proposed system having sentences from 

Medline articles which consist of eight semantic relation between disease and treatment. The first 100 titles & 40 abstracts from 

each of the 59 Medline 2001 is taken as a consideration. Here is the sample of data set that is Cure 810(648,162). The numbers 

shown in parenthesis indicate the training and test set size 
[8]

. So the out of 810 sentences present in data set, 648 are used for 

training and 162 for testing. The data set involve the sentences that are annotated with relevant information. The annotation of data 

set used to define two tasks that are to identify informative and non-informative sentences from medical abstract. 

 

Table1. Example of Annotated Sentences for sentence Selection 

Label Sentences 

Informative 

sentences 

Urgent colonoscopy for the diagnosis and treatment 

of server diverticular emorrhage 
[8]

. 

Non - Informative 

Sentences 

In all cases a coproparasitological study was 

performed 
[8]

. 

 

C. Classification Algorithm 

In Machine Learning technique having a provision to solve a new task by using the expertise and previous research. The 

models emphasized should be able to discover and provide informative sentences and relation between entities. As classification 

algorithms, there having a set of six models can be used. They are: decision-based models (Decision Trees), adaptive learning, 

and probabilistic models Naive Bayes (NB) and Complement Naive Bayes (CNB), a linear classifier (Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) in addition with polynomial kernel), and a classifier that always predicts the almost class in the training data. These 

classifiers carry to learn more algorithms and to work on both the short and long texts. Decision trees model used for decision 

making in short text. Adaptive learning model works fine with documents and used to understand unbalanced data sets. 

Probabilistic models based on Naive Bayes used in text classification and automatic text classification tasks. SVM based 

algorithm are also involved in text classification technique. These all classifiers are the part of Weka tool [9]. 

 

 

D. Data Representation 

1. BAG-OF-WORDS MODEL 

The bag-of-word model is a representation technique. This model represent the text in the form of disordered words, poor grammar 

and the sequence of sentence. It is also used for text classification. When naïve Bayes classifier is applied to text, the methods used 

for the document classification that use this model are latent Dirichlet allocation and latent semantic analysis 
[11] 

. 

Example: 
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Representation of text shown by using Bag-of-Words model. Here are two simple sentences given below: 

Sandhya likes to sing a song. Deepak likes too. Sandhya also likes to watch TV show. 

Based on these two text documents, a dictionary is constructed as shown below: 

{" Sandhya ": 1, "likes": 2, "to": 3, "sing": 4,”a”: 5, "song": 6, "also": 7, "watch": 8, "TV": 9, “show”: 10,"Deepak": 11, "too": 12} 

It has 12 different words while using the indexes of the dictionary created, every sentence is represented by a 10 entry vectors as 

shown below: 

[1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1]  

[1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0] 

Here each entry of the vectors is treated as the count of the similar entry in the dictionary. This vector form never conserve the 

sequences of the words sustain in the original sentences. System deal with short texts that have an average of 20 words in every 

sentence, slightly difference is found in a binary value representation and a frequency value representation. In this case, select the 

frequency value representation with an advantage that, in case a feature arrives more than one time in a sentence, that means it is 

very important word and the frequency representation will capture. So the system hold only the words that arrived at least three 

times in the training collection, when sentence at least one alphanumeric term, which is not part of an English list of stop words and 

are longer than three characters. The frequency threshold of three characters is commonly used for text collections because it 

removes non-informative features. 

2. NLP AND BIOMEDICAL CONCEPTS REPRESENTATION 

This is one of the type of representation technique. It works on syntactic information that means it discovered the noun-phrase, 

verb phrase and biomedical concepts in sentences. The aim of this concept is to identify biological terms and association of gene 

clusters obtained by micro array experiments. Extraction of dynamic parameters from text or the sub cellular location of proteins 

has been addressed by information extraction and text mining technology [12].  

3. MEDICAL CONCEPTS (UMLS) REPRESENTATION 

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is one more representation technique. UMLS is a complete medical knowledge 

resource that manufactured by U.S. National library of medicine that having a meta-thesaurus, a semantic network, and the 

specialist lexicon for biomedical field. The meta-thesaurus is organized around concepts and meanings; it links alternative names 

and aspects of the same concept and discover the useful relationships between different concepts. NLM created new tool called 

MetaMap that is capable of mapping the text into the healthcare concepts in UMLS. When this text is processed through entire data 

set and finally it provides ranked list of all possible concepts for particular noun-phrase. For each noun phrase found in a text 

various other noun-phrases are generated. The obtained phrase is compared with actual phrase using fit function and then finally the 

fit function measures the text overlap between obtained concepts and actual phrase. The best of the candidates can be then 

organized according to the decreasing value of the fit function 
[13]

. 

V. PROPOSED METHOD 

Here are some possible exceptions to implement proposed system. So the proposed methods will described how to overcome 

this exceptions to implement proposed system.  

. 

Exceptions: 

Dataset: First exception is which dataset should be refer, so answer to this question is used same dataset that used by Rosario & 

Hears. Because it is very easy to compare and for result analysis. Technique: Second exception is which technique could be used 

to discover disease and its treatment. So the solution is data representation BOW, UML and Biomedical concept because they 

give best result as per the literature.  

Extraction: Third question is how to extract relevant information (disease & treatment) from medical abstract for classification, so 

the most deserve solution is found that use SVM or NB classifier.   

Identify Treatment: This one find the treatment for a given symptom. So the solution is to find out keyword from a symptoms 

entered by users. This founded keyword is mapped with saved medical input database to discover related disease to that keyword. 

When the disease discovered by a system then it is saved in medical database to extract article related to disease when the relevant 

sentences extracted from medical abstract by using keyword searching algorithm, then classifier is used to classify. Then found a 

question is how the system provides most desirable treatment, so the solution is used data mining concept to solve this arrived 

question. The whole system described in Fig.1 that shows architectural view of the proposed system. In which user will enter 

symptoms as query in the system. These input symptoms are pre-processed by using tokenization, steaming, bag of words and 

UML & Bio medical concepts that helps to discover disease. It means it will find the related keywords that mapped with stored 

local input database and chock out disease similar to that keyword by using keyword searching algorithm. 
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Fig. 1 Architectural design view of the proposed system 

VI. RESULT AND  DISCUSSION 

Here are described some techniques and algorithm to find out result. The results of all the above used techniques and algorithms 

are taken into the account and stored for further calculation. Probabilistic models are suitable to tasks performance on short texts in 

the medical domain. The comparison in Table2 tells us, that using SVM Cure, using NB Classifier result of F-measures= 100 % for 

the class Prevent is obtained, that probabilistic models based on Naive Bayes formula, obtain good results Also the task tackled in 

our research is performed with all the mentioned representations techniques in this paper, plus combinations of them. The 

combination of BOW, NLP and UML when used together to represent an instance of a sentence, gives good result. The results 

show the fact that the SVM classifier performs well shows that the current discoveries are in line with the literature present. These 

two classifiers have always performed well when used for text classification tasks. Also it has been observed, that best results are 

obtained when the classifier is not overwhelmed by sentences that are not related to the task.. 

 CONCLUSION 

We have discussed number of techniques for identification of treatment on found disease for the given symptoms by the user. 

The proposed approach relies on Machine learning and NLP techniques i.e. (1) a pattern-based technique and (2) a supervised 

learning method with an SVM and NB classifiers. Compared it to the methods applied separately for identification of disease 

related treatments combination of both the task (1) and (2) explained above, shows that the result of applicable approach 

significantly outperforms the two mentioned techniques and provides a good alternative to enhance machine learning performance. 

In this proposed work, keyword searching algorithm used to retrieve relevant healthcare information for the corresponding user 

symptoms and the classifier are used to classify the semantic relations between disease and treatment. Data mining concept can be 

applied to find the best treatment for a Disease, as till now available system only found multiple treatments for a single disease but 

never suggested the best one out of this treatment so to overcome this limitation out proposed system is working towards it. In 

future, comparative analysis can be done with other classification algorithms in order to provide better performance. As future 

work, we plan to implement the proposed work and find the best treatment for disease in relation to short text 
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Table1. Example of Annotated Sentences selection 

 

Sr.No. Paper Tech. Used Classification Algorithm Data Representation Result 

1. Oana Frunza 

[4] 

Discover 

semantic relation 

using NLP and 

ML techniques 

Probabilistic models (Naïve 

Bayes, Complement Naïve 

Bayes)  

Linear classifier (SVM)with 

Polynomial kernel  

Adaptive learning (Ada- Boost)  

Decision Based model(decision 

trees) 

Bag- Of – 

Representation 

(BOW) 

Semantic vectors 

Verbs phrases 

F- measures = 90.4% 

Accuracy = 90.7% 

2. R. Bunescu 

[16 ] 

Pattern-based 

method Learning 

method 

SVM classifier 

Supervised learning 

Lexical feature 

Bag- Of – 

Representation 

(BOW) NLP and 

Biomedical concepts 

Medical concepts 

(UMLS) 

representation 

 

F- measures = 93.73% 

Accuracy = 94.07% 

3. Pravin S [17] Multinomial 

Naïve Bayes 

model 

Prior Association 

mining 

Multinomial Naïve Bayes 

classifier with prior association 

mining rule 

Bag- Of – 

Representation 

(BOW)  

WEKA tool 

F- measures = 93.50 % 

Accuracy = 87.80 % 

4. Suchitra A  

[18 ] 

Rule based 

approaches 

Statistical models 

SVM  

Bloom filter is 

used for removal 

of unwanted 

words 

Probabilistic models (Naïve 

Bayes, Complement Naïve 

Bayes)  

Linear classifier (SVM)with 

Polynomial kernel  

Adaptive learning (Ada- Boost)  

Decision Based model(decision 

trees) 

Bag- Of – 

Representation 

(BOW) NLP and 

Biomedical concepts 

Medical concepts 

(UMLS) 

representation 

 

F- measures = 90% 

Accuracy = 90.3% 

5. Oana Frunza 

[19 ] 

Bag- Of – 

Representation 

(BOW) 

Semantic vectors 

Verbs phrases 

Using SVM with polynomial 

kernel and weka5 tool 

Bag- Of – 

Representation 

(BOW) 

Semantic vectors 

Verbs phrases 

F- measures = 86.51 % 

Accuracy = 83.5 % 
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